Trends in practice of blood glucose control in critically ill patients in the Netherlands.
Publication of the Normoglycemia in Intensive Care Evaluation and Survival Using Glucose Algorithm Regulation (NICE-SUGAR) trial in 2009 and several observational studies caused a change in the recommendations for blood glucose control in intensive care patients. We evaluated local trends in blood glucose control in intensive care units in the Netherlands before and after the publication of the NICE-SUGAR trial and the revised Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) guidelines in 2012. Survey focusing on the timing of changes in thresholds in local guidelines for blood glucose control and interrupted time-series analysis of patients admitted to seven intensive care units in the Netherlands from September 2008 through July 2014. Statistical process control was used to visualise and analyse trends in metrics for blood glucose control in association with the moment changes became effective. Overall, the mean blood glucose level increased and the median percentage of blood glucose levels within the normoglycaemic range and in the hypoglycaemic range decreased, while the relative proportion of hyperglycaemic measurements increased. Changes in metrics were notable after publication of the NICE-SUGAR trial and the SSC guidelines but more frequent after changes in local guidelines; some changes seemed to appear independent of changes in local guidelines. Local guidelines for blood glucose practice have changed in intensive care units in the Netherlands since the publication of the NICE-SUGAR trial and the revised SSC guidelines. Trends in the metrics for blood glucose control suggest new, higher target ranges for blood glucose control.